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Rohan Saphura

Rohan Saphura is a NPC played by Madi Harper.

Rohan Saphura

Species & Gender: Male Minkan
Date of Birth: 1日 1月 YE 37
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Emergency Services Search and Rescue Operative Rikugun

Rank: Chui
Current Placement: Rikugan Special Rescue Task Force

Physical Description

Rohan prefers a simple, effective body type to anything beautiful or flashy.

Medium dark skin of a shadowy grey, with dark hair and eyes, small nose and a wide set mouth, sturdy
jawline, and the smallest breasts and hips the body builder would allow.

Through baseline and intensive training, this particular specimen has bulked up significantly, and when
asked, expressed a desire to use a male body, which was shortly approved.

As of this time, one would see a medium build Minkan male, approximately five foot and five inches tall
and weighing in at around 200 lb. Skin color is a light, mottled brown, darkening across the backs of the
shoulders and striping across the forearms, making his form difficult to make out in low-light conditions
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without infra-red or other night vision. He does not have a tail, though is quite skilled with Yamataian
gravity manipulation abilities.

Hair is black, kept very short, with dark brown eyes. Squared jawline and low cheekbones give an
imposing glare, but are visibly built more for structural integrity than beauty.

Personality

Being a mere year and a half old, Rohan has not actually had much time to develop his own personality,
so can be seen as cold and calculating.

He is unusually professional and by the book, compared to his contemporaries, even to finding them
distasteful or annoying. He is, however, very intelligent, and can adapt quickly to changes in the rules,
even if he continues operating by a ruleset and not necessarily using his own intelligence or any
creativity to complete tasks.

He does, however, enjoy a challenge.

At multiple points in his career, superiors have noted his initiative, in both positive and negative lights.
He tends to not wait for instructions to do things up to and including rapelling our of aircraft over his
operational zone.

“I turn around to get you a harness. One second! And I turn around and you are gone!” – Squad leader
scolding him about a rescue performed planetside

History

Born and trained for an officer's post in Search and Rescue division of the Yamatai Emergency Services,
Rohan quickly found himself desiring more. Something more meaningful or more challenging. In stead of
acting out like other bored troops, Rohan trained, downloaded, and applied as many technical manuals
as he could find in his field and made Ensign within eight months. Only known disciplinary issues were
attempts to remove Nekovalkyrja body features, including “accidental” removal of his tail. Later asked
about these incidents, and gender and species identity issues were presented. Recommended for
immediate transfer into a male Geshrin or Minkan body.

Selected for lateral transfer into the Rikugun as a search and rescue operative for civilian disasters or
civilian search and rescue six months ago, keeping his technical occupation placement for legal
purposes.

Two months ago, he submitted his packet for the Star Army Exchange Program, and has been denied,
pending selection for Kyūen school as an instructor.

As of now, he is familiar with various guides and equipment, alongside procedures for certain situations.

Familiar with equipment such as medical kits & Portable Medical Scanner PMS-1M
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Dispensing survivor kits
Location of local H Bunkers, if present
Familiar with Medical Guide ⚕️
Advanced First Aid Training
On-site Triage
(7-Line) Request For Medical Assistance
Handling of dead bodies and use of the Star Army Body Bag, Type 35

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills with medical specialization
Medical training as common with Emergency services.
Survival training as common with Rikugun forces

Social Connections

Rohan's excessive training, learning, and application, did not leave much room for a social life. More
connections will come.

Inventory & Finance

Rohan Saphura has the following:

Star Army Officer dress uniform Star Army Rikugun Field Uniform x3

Rohan Saphura currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by harpermadi on 10, 29 2017 at 20:25.

In the case Madi Harper becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Rohan Saphura
Character Owner Madi Harper
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Chui
SAOY Occupation Star Army Emergency Services
SAOY Assignment Star Army Rikugun
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 4
Orders Orders
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